The simplest way to
navigate with ENCs.
Enjoy the benefits of pay as you sail, like
worldwide access to ENCs for planning
and low administration, without having to
install any extra hardware.

Click here to see what
you could save with
Voyager PAYS
What could
you save ?

Voyager PAYS gives you open access to near worldwide
ENC coverage and allows you to open, view and plan
routes without incurring any ENC costs. You only ever
pay for an ENC if you actually sail through it.
Always on, no admin
With Voyager PAYS, there are no phone calls to make,
no emails to send and no orders to approve. Just always
on access to worldwide ENCs for safe planning and
passage. 24/7.
Prevent over ordering
With Voyager PAYS, vessels can open, view and plan
routes using as many ENCs as they like without
incurring any additional charges. You only ever pay for
an ENC if a vessel sails through it, so there’s no risk of
vessel’s over-ordering ENCs they don’t need. And you
won’t have to review every ENC order for unnecessary
expenditure either.
Fix your ENC costs
Voyager PAYS is the only service that gives you the option
to fix your ENC costs. We will calculate an incredibly
accurate annual price tailored to the vessels in your fleet
to give you complete budget certainty. Alternatively, you

Voyager PAYS

can opt to receive a monthly invoice based on actual ENC
usage. It’s entirely your choice.
Track your vessels. 24/7.
Get a clear view of your ENC spending in one easy-to-see
place. With Voyager PAYS, you can view each vessel’s
location and monitor progress online. You can even view
each vessel’s actual ENC usage in real time with a full list
of charts and invoice value - on your PC, laptop, tablet, or
phone.
No hardware. Get started straightaway.
Voyager PAYS uses your SatC terminal to track and report
vessel’s ENC usage. So, it’s incredibly simple and cost
effective to get started. That also means it works with
every ECDIS.
Minimise data download costs
With Voyager PAYS, having worldwide ENCs on board
doesn’t have to mean downloading worldwide updates
every week. Voyager PAYS comes complete with our
Voyager software so it’s easy to identify the updates
needed to stay compliant. That keeps update file sizes
small and updating costs low.
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